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The Economics of UK Agri-Environmental Policy:
Present and Future Developments
Iain Fraser and Noel Russellr
this is that between 1984 and 1990, there was
a 23 per cent net loss of hedgerow (130,000
km) plus a reduction in quality with an eight
per cent reduction in flora diversity (HMSO,

Abstrflct
UK agricuhural policy is evolving with the
deve lopment of agri-environmental legis lalion
which aims to prctect and improve the wal
ewironmenl Ihe growing importance of

furlher

1994). Adams (1996) has described the
process of agricultural intensification as being
Forfist, with the pursuit of standardisatiot at

emphasisedby its role in the 1992 lt4acSharry
Reform of the CAP and its position in the
1995 Uruguay Round of the GATT. This

variance with the diversity and conservation
of the rural environment The genesis ofthis
conllict can be traced back to at least 1945

agri-environmental

policy is

a

The reasons why agri-environmental

when agriculture was deemed to be
strategically crucial from a food securiry
perspective. The policy of encouraging

policy exists, its form and the potential
implications of the recent reforms are
considered- It is suggested that the future

agriculture lo increase the production of food
was further emphasised in Article 39 of the
Treaty of Rome, which brought into being the

of policy in this area will need to
take much more seriously the conditions

Comnon Agricultural Policy (CAP) and to
which the objective of increasing agricultural
productivity by promoting technical effrciency

broad overview of the
economics of agri-environmental policy in the

paper provides

UK.

development

required by the GATT.

was central.
1. Introductian
Some 77 per cent

However, the last decade has seen the
developnent of agri-environmental policy,
aiming to either protect or enhance the rural

of the land surface of the

United Kingdom is used for agriculture which
means that farming is a key determinant of its
biodiversity. However, over several decades,
the drive for ever increasing productivity has
been obtained by intensification of production,
leading in hrrn to the destruction of natural
habitats at a hithedo unprecedenGd rate.
Typical of the problems have been the
pollution of water resources by fertilisers and
pesticides, soil ioss, the destruction of habitats
for both flora and fauna and the associated
loss of general amenity value.

Al

example

environrnent. The total agri-environmental
budget in England is forecast io be Il14,9m
n 1995196 (MAFF and DoE, 1995). Agrienvironmental policy attempts to resolve the
con{lict between agriculture and the

environment

by

prevenling

excessive

environmental degradaiion and deshuction and
by promoting agricultural practices that are

environmentally neutral or positive. Policy
has evolved in response to fears that the agrienvironmental relationship has changed fiom

of
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guardians of the soil and as such protectors of
the countryside. Stewardship can be viewed

a complementary symbiosis, to a competitive
trade-off (Russell, 1993, 1994a).
Agri-environmental policy
also
becoming important internationally. The 1992

is

of ethically motivated behaviour,
in the production positive
externalities or the minimisation of negative
as a form

resulting

MacSharry Reform of the CAP, included
provision for the introduction of additional
palments linked direcdy to conservation and

externalities (Colman, 1994, Weaver 1996).
An externality is defined broadly to be the
effect, either positive or negative, which is
inflicted upon a passive party by the actions
of an economic agent without the consent or
agreement of the affected paffy. Economists
normally advocate methods such as taxes,
pollution permils and liability rules as means
by which tn intemalise exGrnalities. That is,
create an incentive struoture so that costs and

enhancenent of the rural environment
throughout the EU. Furthermore, the 1995
Uruguay Round of the GATT, although

principally initiating nultilateral price
reductions, allows for decoupled agrienvironmental support palments, such as

by the CAP reform.
paynents
Decoupled
are ones made to farmers
those facilitated

to tlefu curent
agricultural ouput. However, there me
certain facets of the GATT reforms, and
decoupled palments, which are not yet fully
understood or appreciated in relation to agrienvironmental policies. By focusing on the
form and implementation of agrienvirorunental policy in the UI! this paper
seeks to assess the potential diffrculties which
may be encormtered in satisfying the GATT
in terms of agriculture.
The structure of the paper is a follows, It
begins by conceptualising agri-environmental
policy and considering the economic rationale
for lhe exislence and form of the economic
mechalisms enployed 15 implement the
policy. Several examples of UK agdenvironmental policy are then assessed. To
faciliane the analysis, policy is sepaxated into
that which deals with positive and negative
externalities. The CAP and GATT reforms
are then considered in relation to UK agrienvironmental policy. Some conclusions,
arising from the analysis, are offered at the
end of the paper,
which are unrelated

benefrts arising from the extemality are
accounted for by the decisions of the
economic agents involved. However, as will
be e lained these approaches to the agrienvirorunental problem are not always
appropriate. Many of the features of the
countryside which are appreciated by sociery
result direcdy from agriculturzl production.
The crux of the problem it is the changing
nature of the relationship berween agriculture
and the environment which was once
considered to b€ complementary and is now
perceived to be competitive (Buckwell, 1989,
Russell, 1993, 1994a).
A solution which is ftequently proposed
to deal with an extemality is the creation of
private properbr rights (Coase, 1960). In the
case of agriculurre, many of the property
rights in land already reside with the farmer
(or landowner, these sometimes being the
same) and this causes a diffrculty. There is a

set of property rights relating to lhe use of

agricultural land as

an input into

the

production process bu! in the absence of
action to the conaary, there are no property
rights for the resulting extemalities because of
their public good characteristios.2 Thus given

2. Agricultutal ent)bonmenlal uletnalilies
It is ftequendy argued that farmers, tlrough

the

joint production of agriculnxal output, a

private good positively priced,

appropriate agricultural stewardship, are the
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environmental ouqrut, a public good unpriced,

With a competitive relationship between

the famer prefers to produce the private
good. As an example, consider a beautiful
agricultural landscape which society likes to
enjoy, but for which it is not possible io
charge a price because it is not feasible to
exclude private individuals. Hence, farmers
have no incentive to preserve the landscape
(except as an input) and, in pursing their own

agricultural production and the environment,
stewardship implies a need to sacrifice profit;
profit reduction is the inevitable concomitant
of stewardship. A key feature of much agrienvironmentalpolicy has been the assumption
that stewardship can be forthcoming within a
vohrntary framework. This reflects political
pressures and lobbying by the farrning

maximisation, they may reduce the overall
amenity and ecoiogical value of the landscape
for society, Thus, this is a situation in which

community which has not readily accepted the
need for regulation as a means to protect the
rural environment (Lowe et al 1986, Winter,
1996b), However, it has been found to be

privat€ objectives, such as profit

the form of agricultural production preferred
by the public may not be consistent with the

necessary

existing set of property rights.

have, via tho political system, consequently
been translated into presumptive entitlements
in the policy arena such that any alterations to
the planned production of a farmer required
for environmental reasons have had to be

Historically property dghts in land, and
the associated right to carry out agriculfiual

production free of restraint, have been
strongly defended, given the economic
pressures that have existed for greater
quantities of food. However, the existing
allocation of properry rights need not be
immutabie and could be subject to change in
response to changes in the preferences of
society. Altering, redefining and occasionally
restricting the existing allocation of propedy
rights ir agricultural land has been a major
part of agri-environmental policy.
The actions of farmers, in relation to the
environmenl maybe categorised as either
positive or negative relative to some nonn or
referencepoint (Kahneman et al, 1986), which
reflects the level of responsibility that a

compensated, Government has attempted to
rationalise this policy by alway"s focusing on
the positive aspects of the agri-envirotmental

relationship. In the case of agriculture and
the environment, the positive has been
enphasised over the negative, but this
interpreadon of the relationship is highly
subjective and is one with which many
environmental organisations shongly disagree.

Gven that this is how the

agri-

environmental relationship is perceived, it is
not difficult to understend why the Polluter

Pays Principle (PPP) has not been
it is therefore
the Provider Gets Principle (PGP),
implemented.3 Within the UK

farmer is erpected to demonshate witl respect
to ihe land, given the level of envfuonmental
quality which society dernands. As the
relationship between agriculture and the

environment

io offer financial incentives to

prot€ct th€ environment Bromley and Hodge
(1990) argue that the property rights in land

(Blochliger, 1994), that is applied. The PGP
is the slmmetrical opposite of the PPP; that

is,

hai become more competitive,

economic agents are rewarded for

and as society has demanded a greater degree
of care and concem be shown toward the

producing positive extemalities. The PGP is
based on the principle that if the production

environment, the reference point has moved
(Hodge, 1989).

of negative extemalities is to be penalised,
then the production of positive extemalities
-69-
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a (quaei) market for the rural envhonmental
good, thereby gmerating an opporurnity for
farmers to adopt environmentally frienrlly
farming practices whilst responding io their

should be rcwarded. Furlhermore, the PGP

recognises the public good nature of
environmental ouhut which explains why it
has been necessary to concentatg on the

economic instincts.
Before reviewing ESAs and the CSS

supply side."
The demand side equivalent of PGP is the

worth considering how these policies

Beneficiaries Pay Principle (BPP) (Brown,
1994). The BPP requires individuals to
truthfully report their willingness to pal for
the environnental extemalities; given free
rider diffrculties, this approaoh is likely to
yield sub-optimal levels of provision. The
BPP can however, be implemented, if the
good is not a pure public good - for example
in tle case of land purchased by an
organisation like the National Trust.

it

is
are

affected by agricultural price support in terms
of dro costs of provision. Essentially the cost

agri-environmental policy is distorted by
the inllated prices of agricultural support.

of

This situation is shown in figure

Plfrto

Exumples of UK Agi-environnental
policy mechanisms
Agri-environmental potcy can be orudely
divided into two t'?es: positive and negative.6
Negative policy is that which attempts to
prevent loss of envirorunental features and
quality. Positive policy is that which aims to

1.8

I

|!d
B@ft

3.

corlt

or enhance environmental quality.
Although this differentiation of policy is
simplistic - most policies exhibie bodl

maintain

- it

does help to
features simultaneously
between
the policy
illustrate the relationship
mechanisns and their objectives. We begin
by considering the two main positive policy

mechanisms which

are central

to

The marginai net private cost (MNPC) of
provision of the positive externality is
artifioially high beoauso agriculiural ouQut
prices are also artificially high. The MNPC
originaGs at R to reflect tlre fact that at low
levels of production, for the given production
technology, agricultural and environmental
output are complementary @ussell, 1993). If
the MNPC is assuned to be the supply curve
and marginal extemal benefits @tEB) as the
demand curve, then where they intersect
represents the optimal level of provision of
environmental output, R'. This implies that

UK

initiatives.

3.1

Positive Policies - Landscape and
Ecological Conservation and Enhancemenl
The two main policies which have been used
to encourage conservation and enhancement
of landscape and ecology are tho
Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs) and
the Countryside Stewardship Scheme (CSS).?

Both policies offer incentive palments io
the production of rural
environnental goods. Such policies provide

encorrage
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of an ESA are equal to the area below
Palments are
prespecified and not tailored to specific farm
requiroments. They are made annually in

the level of payment requircd (S") to bring
about an equilibrium in terms of the demand
and supply of the environmental good is
inIlated. Under a reforned system, without
price support, there would be a new MNPC,
MNPC', to the right of fte old MNPC, and a

costs

lower subsidy (S") could bring about

progressively more sophisticated, offering a
range of potential options (referred to as tiers)
from which a farmer can choose. An example

a

it is not being

retum for following clearly

R---

suggested that price

by themselves will produce
environrnental gains, simply that tle pres€nt
cost of achieving a given level of provision
could be reduced significandy. As Chisholm
and Hone (1996) recognise, the inpact of a
reduction in agricultural price support upon

is the Suffolk River Valleys ESA which has
three tiers - tier one, a holding operation, tier
two enhancement, and tier tluee arable

reductions

environmental quality

is an

conversion

io permanent grassland (Russell,

1994b). Padicipation within this scheme is
voluniary on the part of farmers. Thus, a
farm might be within the designated area but
the farmer may choose not to participate in
the scheme. Furthermore, many of the
present ESAs do not require that all the land

empirical

question.
Envi ronmentally Sensitive Areas
ESAs have been described as tl-re flagship

defined

manage.ment guidelines. These have become

higher

level of environmental provision,
However,

S" and above MNPC.

of

on a participating famr is be entered into the

to this rule is

UK agri-environmenkl legislation, (Whitby
and Lowe, 1994), with an expected budget of

scheme. An exception

particular farming system or landscape. The
fundamental objective of the ESAs is the
naintenance or enhalce.ment of the
environment and landscape quality via the
implementation of appropriate management
practices. There are now 30 operative ESAs
in the UI! a further nine proposed and there
are nearly 100 throughout EU in total. This
policy is an exercise in conservation on an
extensive scale cornpared to previous
schemes, marking a deparhrre from the

of land and thus provides the possibility of
having an impact on lanlscape quality. Using

Breadalbane in Scotland.
The main advantage of this scheme is that
it allows for the coverage of a substantial area

f,43m in 1995/96. They are designated
geographical areas, associated with a

standard palment in conbination with
general management requirements makes
administration and operation simple. The
main disadvantage is the need to offer a frxed
pa)4nent to all farmers, within the area, who
comply with one of the specified sets of
guidelines. If the palments are consiclered !o
be compensation for profit foregone, then the

a

scheme

may overpay farrners whose

individual compliance costs are low. This is
clearly inefficient when the operating agency
has a limited budget. Crabtree (1991) has
argued that most entrants into the scheme are
ov€r-compensated and that the corollary of
this is that there is a very high marginal cost
of securing additional uptake. This is because
the environmental maragement guidelines

narrow site base approach previously tlpical
of conservation policy in the UK
ESAs employ a standard palment
incentive nechanisn to induce positive agrienvironmental farming practices. Standard
payments operate on a per hectare or p€r unit
of work performed basis and are the same for
all eligible farns. In terms of frgure 1 the
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have been set at levels which have meant that

existjng farming pra.ctices do not have

entering the scheme. Bids take the form of an

environrnental management plan for the
features and land which is being offered.
Fear of rejection should, in principle, mean
that landov'ners will enter their best bid to
join the scheme. This approach is similm to
how the internal market has been used in the
NHS (Le Grand and BartleQ 1993) and as
such the CSS can be described as a sort of
quasi-market for agri-environmental output.
The farmer is ihe provider and the operating
agency the purchaser, with a form of auction

io be

significandy. Thus, it is not
surprising that there have been high

changed

participation rates in the scheme and that it is
easy for critics of the scheme to simply label

its palments as disguised income support.
However, it is also becau$e a common
palment is made on all hectares that are
eligible and no effod is made to offer
contracts or gear paynents only io the extEnt
the achievement
the
objectives. Thus, it is impodant to €nsure that
the farms included in an individual ESAs are

necessary

for

of

bid) being used to
undertakepublic procurement(Fraser, 1996a).
However, tle CSS requires famrers to
compete over quality as standard palments a.re
offered for pre-specfied actions whereas a
new scheme, The National Forest Tender
Schene, asks farmers to compete both over
price and quality. Cripps and Ireland (1994)
provide an interesting economic analysis of
dual criteria assessment for the auction
process in relation to the competition for the
independent television franchises.
There are a broad set of guidelines
accompanyixg lhe CSS - in the form of a
menu, that any farmer might choose to
comply with, depending on the environmental
resources of the farm. Examples are lhe set
of wetland guidelines if part of the farm is
mechanism (sealed

in

relation to their
opporhnity cost of participation, thus
producing a more cost effective take-up.
Alternatively, the scheme might offer too little
compensation and only a small number of
farms might pariicipate. It is therefore
important that the standard pa]'ment is set at
a level which is just suffrcient to induce the
required level of participation at tle desired
level of environrnental quality.
relatively homogenous

C ount ryi de St ewardshi p Sche me
The CSS is a voluntary standard palment
scheme, operating in England, aiming to
combine landscape, historical and access
objectives, but not within geographically
specifred areas. It therefore taxgets
environmental features not geographical
regions like ESAs.' The govemment recently
armounced tha! as direct price zupport to
farmers is reduced as part of the CAP and
GATT reforms, funds for the CSS will
increase, thus signalling its intent to €xpand
the CSS (HMSO, 1995). The eryected
budget for this scheme is S1 1.4m n 1995/96.
One distinguishing feature of the CSS is
that it employs discretion; not all submissions
ftids) to join dre schene have to be accepted.
That is, even though a farm might satisfy the
necessary criteria, it can be prevented from

marshy, and the set of chalk grassland
guidelines if the farm includes some chalk
grassland. A prespecified set of amual
management and capital palments for each
element of the schene are specifred. This
allows the farmer to choose which guidelines
to comply with and to specify a farm plan
incorporating and detailing conservation
activities to be undertake fot the paynents
offered. Like many of the ESAs this scheme
allows for part of faxm to be entered. In the
associated Welsh schene (Tir Cynen) it is
necessary that the whole farm is entered.
The main advantage of this soheme, from
-72-
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an economic point of view, is in the way
infornation is handled. On the one hand it
uses information about what sooiety prefers in
drawing up the broad set of guidelines- At
&e same tine, it allows farmers io use
information about what can be achieved on
the farm and what it costs. Since farmers
must compete with each other to get their bids
accepted, it is, hoped that marimum
environmental benefits per unrt cost afe
achieved. In principle the rent accruing to the
farmer fron the non-discretionary standard
paSment nechanism, can be minimised by
employing discrotion. The main disadvantage
with this scheme is ihe cost imposed on
farmers in preparing bids and the general lack
of an erperienced cadre of consultants who
might help fanners in preparing these bids.to

Pat I, March

1997

For example, a tax could be levied on

an

input into the productive process, such as on
nitrogen fertiliser in order to reduce nitate
leaching. At present soveral countries in

Europe (Austria, Finlan4 Norway and
Sweden) employ fertiliser taxes of some
description (Baldock, 1992). The inpact of
this policy is shown in figure 2.

Itsr I

j.2
e co

Negative policy - reducing pollution and
logic al de s tructi on

Given the enphasis placed upon farners as
enviroruaental stewards, there are, very few

policies that target explicitly the negative
aspects of agricultural production. The most
important at present is, however, the Nitrate
Sensitive Areas (NSAs) scheme which aims to
reduce the presence of nitrates in water.
Reductions in the level of nitrates in water are
based upon concerns for human healih, such
as Blue Baby Disease and stomach cancer,
and the problem of eutrophication, whereby
increasing levels of nitrates allows algal
growth to severely reduce the level of
dissolved oxygen in the water thus effecting
the health of frsh.
Before considering NSAs it is worthwhile
again considering how the present price
support regine raises the costs of agrienvironmental policy implemenation. If
policies employed to cope with negative
extemalities strictly followed the PPP, a tax
or other standard approach could be used.

The impact

of a

negative externality

generat€d by farming is captured by marginal

external costs (MEC). Like Hanley (1990),
the MEC originates at N, which is positive.
This is beoause it is assumed that at low
levels the eco-system has the ability to
assimilate the input. The marginal net private
benefits (MNPB) to the farm€r from using
this input are shown by MNPB. In principle

it is simple to obtain the optimal level of
production (input use) and externality simply set a tax of tl yieftling a level of input,
N'. However, the level of MNPB is inflated
by the production ou@ut subsidy system (so
reflecting profit from intensified production).
Furthermore, although MNPB are the benefrts
the
benefits to society. These are lower since the

to the farmer, they do not represent
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value to sociery of food production is less
than farmers are paid for it. If society's
benefits are represented by Marginal Social
Beneflts (MSB) then the fue optimuft is at

Nt' ratler than at N',

There are two
important points to be made here. First, to
achieve N"', with the agricultural production
subsidy system in place, requires a tax of f

tr.

This higher tax has a negative
effect on farm incomes. Furdrermore it is

rather thaa

difhcult to detennine the appropriate tax
level, since it depends on MSB which are not
observed. Secondly, if zupport prices are
reduced toward the world price level a much
lower tax of t" would be sufficient as MSB
and MNPBT are assumed to be equal.

Vulnerable Zones fNVZs) with full
compliance by menber states expected by
1999. In the UK there will b€ no stahrtory
compensatory pay'ments because it is argued
that compliance reflects the fact that fanners
have to meet codes of good practice. Instead
there will be some grants available to assist

with

compliance,

but they will not ftlly

compensatefarmers. InterestingJy,both NSAs
and NVZs will operate simultaneously
although the way in which participants are
treaied, in terns of financial effects, will be
significanlly different.
NSAs partially cover those geographical
areas with high fediliser applications and
which are prone to nitrate leaching. The

for NSAs is i8.4m in
1995/96. Although mandatory powers to
restrict the use of nitrates in NSAs are
available these powers are to be kept in
r€serve. Instead like ESAs, NSAs are
voluntary and compliance is induced by an
annual standard palm€nt for accepting the
required management practic€s. There are
expected budget

N itro gen Sensi tive Are as
In 1989 the draft EU Nitrates Directive was
issued. The enphasis of the Directive was on
nitrate fertiliser and
lirniting the use

of

stocking rates in areas designated as being
vulnerable to pollution by nitates. The UK
responded to the draft Directive by amending
the then Water Bill and incorporating f.he
changes as Section 112 of the 1989 Water
Act. The Aot established the basic framework
for the NSAs with ten being established in
1990, covering some 15,000 hectares. In
addition 23,000 hectares were designated as

Nitrate Advisory Areas, whereby an
advertising is used to persuade farmers to
adopt farming methods which reduce the
potential for nihate leaching.
The EU Nitrate Directive advises momber
states on how and when nember staies should
deal with the nitrate problem, This Directive
relates to the earlier EU Directive that

established drinking

water

standards

(Directive 80/778/EEC), by imposing

a

nitrate

standard of 50 mg/I. The Nitrate Directive
requires member states to moniior all waters
by 1993, to identify zones that are vulnerable
to nihates and for the designation of Nitrate

two types of NSA; the basic and the pr,emium

schemes. The premium scheme requires
farmers to convert from arable to low-input

grassland and, as would be expected, it
athacts a higher level of payment.
With NSAs there are sev€ral reasons
given as a rationalisation for offering
conpensation.tr It is necessary to appreciate
the complex nature of the nitrate pollution
problem and the lack of general understanding

of ihe

processes

involved.

It

might

b€

assumed that nitrate pollution is highest in
those areas where most fertiliser is applied,
and that there is a direct connection between
application and pollution, but this need not be
the case. Firstly, there axe many natural
sources of nitrates such as decaying
vegetation and animal manure. Secondly, the
physical environment plays a central part in
dre leaching process which mears that certain

Ecotpntc Issu*, Vol,

regions are far more susceptible to this
problem. Thirdly, there is a long lag between
the applioation of fertiliser and the appearance
of nitrates in water. Fourtlrly, in any case, it
would be irnpossible to trace the pollution to
a given fanner; nitate is a tlpical non-point
source pollutant. For tlis reason work on
incentive mechanisms to reduce nitrate
leaching has fooused on the use of nituogen
fertiliser in the production pmcess.rz And
frfthly, dre elasticity of demand for fertiliser
is very inelastic which inplies that the
necessary price increase would have to be
high for there to be a significant reduction in
use. Burrell (1989) estimated that the own
prioe elasticity of demand is -0.5. Rayner and
Cooper (1994), employing the cointegration
technique, obtained a short-run estimate of
only -0.1 and a long-run estimate of -0.25,
For all of these reasons the approach
adopted in dre UK with the NSAs schene is
!o compensate farners for the loss in profit
associated with changing practices. The
economic interpretation of conpensation used
to implement this approach is shown in figure

Fltlt
Co.tr

3

2,
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Again if we tako into aocount the impaot
subsidising agricultural output prices, we
can soo how the level of oomponsation is
affested. As with figure 2, the optinal level
of private input use is at the point where
MNPB is equal to zero - intersects with the
horizontal axis. ln order to achieve the

of

socially optimal level of input use it is
necessary to reduce the level of input use so
that MNPB is equal to MEC. Under the price
support regime the neoessary level of
compensation is S', whereas under the
reformed system S" is the necessary
compensation level. Because NSAs offer a
fixed payment to all farmers the area below S'
and beyond N' represents the total amount of
compensation made. However, area C,
represents the actual compensation required
under the taditional suppod system to covet
the loss of profis. C, represents the
equivalent under a reforned system. Figue
3 illustrates two important poinS. First, the
necessny level of compensation under the
significandy lower.
reformed system
palmont approach,
with
the
st
ndard
Second,
as has already been noted with ESAs, many
farmers are over-compensated as the level of
payment is greater than the level of profit
foregone from participation.

is

&rl

BGnEfflt

4. CAP relorm and the GATT
Agri-environmental policy has generally been
able to evolve widtout taking into account
trade issues. However, with the advent of
the 1995 Uruguay Round of the GATT this is
no longer possible, as closer scrutiny of policy
is required to ersure compliance with the

conditions of the agreement. The GATT
requirements, in relation to agri-environmental

policy, basically restrict the potential forms
that the incentive mechanisms can take. By
considering the details of the CAP Reform
and the GATT, it is possible to assess the
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likely implications for future

of dops
grom and animal numbers, migfit be
Since palments based on hectares

agri-

environmental policy develop,n, ents.

to act as input subsidies and thus
distort production, only the land used for
crops and the animals on the farms in recent
years (or an agreed base year) are eligible for
expected

4.1 1992 MacSharry reform of the CAPtl
Although the MacSharry changes were not the

fint

reform of the CAP, they signalled a
in emphasis, Whereas earlier reforms
had been motivated by budgetary issues the
change

payment. This rule eliminates the incentive to
expand crop or animal production - that is,

real reason behind these reforms was the need
to make the CAP consistent wilh the emerging

the palnents

(subsidies)

are

partially

agreement

decoupled from current production decisions.
A decoupled payment is therefore unrelated to
existing agricultural production and input use

(Tangermann, 1996,a). It was necessary that
there was CAP reform frst which could then
be lollowed by a GATT agreement, avoiding

(ABARE, leeo)."
Finally, the third strand of the reforms is
that there is provision for additional palm.ents

unnecessary difficulties

linked to conservation and enhancement of the
rural environment. This part of the reforms is
included in the accompanying measures -

international trade obligations which were to

result from the GATT

in

ensuring

with the requirements of the
GATT at a later stage. However, these
reforms are only the beginning, with the
compliance

Agri-Environrnental Programne (EEC
Regulation 2078/92) .ts Despite being

prospects for future change looking likely as
the drive to further liberalise agricultrral trade

heralded as central to the future development

and production continues.

of the CAP this part of the reform

There were tlree main elements to the
MacSharry reforms. Firsdy, a reduction in
support prices of agriculhrral commodities for cereals, 29 per cent by 1995/96, and for
beef, 15 per cent over tlree years from 1993.

amounted to litfle more than a small extension

of edsting agri-environmental legislation.
Winter (1996b) illustrates this point by loting
that, in 1993/94, UK CAP fmding amounted
to f,2,380m with f.840m going to AAPS and
only f,43m to the agri-environmental package.
Furdrermore, with such generous direct
oompensation payments being offered for

The reforms should have the effect of
reducing surplus production, reducing
distodions in input use due to inllated output
prices and allowing freer trade. However,
there is no reason to necessarily suggest that
price support reductions themselves will resr t

in an

increase

reductions in commodity production, the
incentives for farmers to participate in
environmontal schemes are reduced.

of

agri-environmental
provision. Agriculture and the environnent
are still in many ways complementary, and
semi or low intensity agricultural cultivation
produces a landscape rnuch preferable to the
land abandonnent which might r€sult from
significant price cuts (Russell, 1993),
Secorlly, there is an increase in direct
payments to farmers which is int€nded to
compensate for the reduction in incomes

brought about

has

by teduced output

4.2

1995 GATT Ilruguay Roundu

The GATT apptoach to trade policy

is

fundamentally liberalising, aiming to reduce
or minimise barriers which inhibit free trade.
Comnodity based prico and income support
policies depress world prioe levels which in
turn distort the location of produotion and in
tum €ffect trade flows, reducing worldwide

trade. The
first
time that
the
Round
was
Uruguay

beneflts from specialisation and

prioes.
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agriculture was included in GATT. t' This is
not altogether surprising, as world trade in

agriculture

is

specific details of green box qualification are
io be found in Annex 2 of the Agreement on
Agricultue (GATT, 1994). Specific reference
io environmental programmes is covered in
sub-section 12 with eligibility and conditions
of payment detailed. To qualify for green
box status it is necessarythat policy be judged
not to stimulate production or to distort trade
and can so be described as decoupled. It is
easy to understand why these conditions

very much in{luenced by

protectionism, conpetitive export subsidies
and the insulation of many domestic markets
from world trade effects. Tangermann
(1996,b) views the reforms brought about by

the Agreement on Agriculture as the most
significant single package ever for
iniemational agricultural trade,

Rayner

et al (1993a)

received suppod in the Urugrray Round debate
on defining acceptable forms of support for
agriculture. Payments that accompany agrienvironmental schemes, and which provide

zuggest several

reasons why agriculture was included

in the

Uruguay Round. Firsdy, national agricultural

budgets were coming under increasing

the ftrll cost of compliance, are therefore
allowed as they are mrelated to existing
levels of agricultural production. This

pressure as the costs of suppod escalated. For

example the CAP budget grew by 20 per cent
between 1990 and 1991. Secondly, the cosis
of protectionism had increased signifrcandy at

particular aspect of the GATT is unique to the

agricultural sector which is an implicit
recognition of the many dilficulties
encountered in reaching the final agreement-

the same time as surpluses of

major
products
grown.
had
Thirdly, the
agricultural
whole agricultural intemational trading sector
had become very defensive in oudook with
major exporting countries, such as Australia,
experiencing a significant rise in the level of
domestic protection. Finally, cerlain major
exporting nations, such as the USA, wished to
increase their share of world agricultural trade
tr offset hcreasing trade defrcits elsewhere.
Thus, although agri-environmentalissues were

not e:.plicitly stated as a reason for
inclusion of agriculture in this round of

However, there is a further and more general
requirement that policy should have none or
minimal trade distortion or production effects.
As Tangermann (1996b) notes, there is an
internal inconsistency in the Agreement on
Agriculture between the general principles and
policy-specifi c criteria.
Policies considered to be consistent at the
policy specifrc level might b€ inconsistent at
the more general level because of perceived

the
the

trade fistorting effects. For exanple, in
relation to UK agri-environmental policy,
financial paynents for participation might
bring about a halo effect (Russell, 1994b). In
particular, intensification of production on
those parts of the farm not covered by the
agri-envirormental scheme made possible by
the incentive palments, which will in turn
change existing patterns of production which
might be trade distorting. In addition, an
objective of agri-environmental policy is the
prevention of rural depopulation and the

GATT they have been accommodat€d.

The

of

agri-environmental
policy has been accomplished by distributing
certain tJ?es of policy mechanism into
different categories, subject to specific
criteria. The important area of the agreement
acceptance

Palt l, Mttrch 1997

in relation to agri-environnental policies is
covered by the so cal1ed green and biue
boxes.
The green box contains policies which can
continue to receive support payments and are

exempt from reduction commitments. The

:7'l -

I Fruser and N

Russell

maintenanc€ of an extensive farming slstems.

opposed

For this objective to be meet agdculhral
will need to continue. Although
the palments thernselves to enable these

variables

to broad management prescriptions,

are to be preferred, This is because t}te target

production

of policy are explicit and tangible

and therefore much easier to identifu.
However, if agri-environmental palments are

obiectrves can be allowed under the GATT, as
they are decoupled from production directly,

simply to replace existing subsifies, the size
of an environmental subsidy that constitutes a
fade distortion is also not clear. The GATT
views five per cent as a tlreshold in the case

the resulting change in the composition of
agricultural production migit lead to trade
distortions which are again inconsistent with
the general principles of the Agreement on
Agriculture. As Tangermam rightly
concludes, much pill tum on the
interpretation of minimal ffade distodion or

of production, as this is considered to cause
serious prejudice. Tobey and Smets (1996)
found thai subsidy levels at ptesent in
agriculture do not exceed this five per cent
tkeshold level. But, this is likely !o change
as price support is cut further and a greater
emphasis is placed upon pemitted
environmental initiatives and decoupled

effects on production.

The blue box covers policies that do not
in the calculation of the
current aggregate measure of support and

need to be included

suppofi payments. Clearly, with dre increasing

includes compensation pa),rnonts snch as those
given to {armers to replace incone foregone
as a result of the reduction in price suppod
pa)ments. The blue box describes Part IV,

importance

of

agri-environmental policy,

conparative measrres

and means of

identification io monitor potential distortions

Article 6 of the GATT (1994), Domestic
Support Commitlents, which allows for

between countries

will

be necessary.

Finally, with the reduction in price
support, it is highly likely that there will be
an increase in uncertainty of farm reoeipts.

production limiting programmes such as SetAside- Although many of the policies
covered by the blue box are not direcdy
environmental in nature they do indirectly

One result of this could be that farmers adopt
a more risk averse straGgy in terms of their

If

impinge upon agri-environmental schemesThat is, they continue to inllate the costs of

decision making.

agri-environmental policies.

the certainty equivalent pa)'ments available
from agri-envirorunental schemes. There
could therefore be a dramatic increase in the
number of farners wishing to participate in

A

rnajor concem that has often been

articulaied (Tobey and Smets, 1996) is that it
is diffrcult to distinguish between agricultural

for

environmental output and
puposes. Th€ easiestway
to avoid arguments over hidden policy
objectives is to make sure that policy is
prope y targeted and ihat it does not set out
to achieve multiple objectives (Colman et al,
1992). Policy will be more effective if it is
transparent, with clear, simple objectives and
no room for ambiguity. In terms of achral
policy development this neans that specific
requirements, such as the planting of hees, as

subsifies

this is the case, farmers

are potentially more likely to be attracted to

agri-environmental schemes. For this reason

the role of discretion, as employed by the
CSS, in the selection of farmers to join
schenes may need to be more widely
employed to prevent excessive budgetary

subsidies for other

hcreases.

5. Conclusions
Agri-environmental policy has become an

ever more important part of general
agricultrral policy. The recognition of the
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role of agri-environmental policy within the
GATT, and the preceding CAP reforms,
signals a shift in the balance of agricultural'
policy. In the 1995 UK White Paper, Rural
England, it is explicrtly stated that the CAP
has provided incentives to fanners for
production without due regard for the
environment and that a major objective of the
CAP should now be safeguarding or
enhancing the rural environment accompalied

by a substantial level of pubtc funding. It is

interesting to observe how the gradual
redefining of society's reference point has

meant that

the way in which agripolicy is implernented has

environmental

changed. Policy has been able io become
more proactive and less reactive as farmers
have become amenable io environmental
objectives. But, it remains to be seen if the
rhetoric that has acconpanied these changes
will materialise. Indeed, it is argued by many
env iro nmentalists that recenl agrienvimnmental legislation is purely tlre product
of political e:.aediency at a time of general

farm policy retrenchment. Thus the recent
changes might not reflect a reassessment of
the agri-environmental relationship and
farmers may rlot have a long term
commituent to the environment.
In terms of the GATT, differences in
interpretaiion of national reference points for
policy, means that what one counf-v might

1997

agri-environmental pa)4rents might well bo
decoupled and still produce trade distorting
effects. This is an issue which will need to
be resolved in the near future.
Finally, these potential problems will only
become worse as subsifies for environmental

protection and enhancement increase. It is
therefore probable that agri'environmental
policy will be an even more important part of

th€ agricultual trade negotiations to

be

initiated in 1999. Indeed, with the proposed
elimination of the blue box, there will be
more pressure on green box policies to take
up the slack in support pa'4tents. It is alnost
certainly the case that the green box will need
to be used very strictly if tade disputes ar€
not 1o occul. Thus, the t€rms and conditions
of the GATT will act as an ever tightening

constraint on
implementation

the form, scale and
of fuhrre UK agri-

environmental policy.
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